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Fraudulent recording schemes take many different forms, but all tend to begin in the same manner. Generally, the perpetrator will look for vacant properties and then file a forged or fraudulent deed. The deed will purport to transfer title into the name of a stolen identity, a fictitious person, or an entity controlled by the perpetrator. The deed then serves as the basis for further fraudulent activity.

A common practice is for the perpetrator to obtain a mortgage on the real estate based on the fraudulent deed. If the county recording office has a large processing backlog, the perpetrator may be able to repeat the process several times before the recorded mortgages appear of record.

There are many other options for the enterprising criminal after the recording of a forged or fraudulent deed. For example, in one brazen scheme, a man recorded false quit-claim deeds on vacant properties. He then drilled out the locks on the buildings and installed his own. Finally, he rented out the properties to unsuspecting tenants. The perpetrator managed to steal about $3.5 million using this method before law enforcement shut him down.

Fraudulent deed recording schemes require the perpetrator to overcome the party signature and notary requirements. The signatures on a fraudulent deed are normally obtained by forgery, deceit, or duress. The notary requirement can be more difficult to circumvent. The perpetrator must either use a less-than-diligent notary or provide false identification. In some cases, a corrupt notary may even participate as a willing accomplice.

An entirely different type of fraud, known as “robo-signing,” was also in the news in recent years. This practice, discussed in more detail below, came to light during the foreclosure crisis. Unlike other types of recording fraud, robo-signing is conducted by the lender, not an unrelated third party.

Recording fraud is not new. It has been a concern as long as there has been a recording requirement. In response, the law has developed mechanisms to prevent fraud. The formalities of the party signature requirements and notarial acts, for example, provide some protection. Nevertheless, recording fraud remains a problem.

Many of the existing legal protections against fraudulent recording have one thing in common: They assume that recording involves a paper instrument. In addition to the existing protections, new measures are needed for electronic recording. And they are already in place.

To place electronic recording fraud prevention measures in context, it is important to define what the term “electronic recording” (eRecording) really means. There are many different variations that would fall within the term. It can mean anything from the electronic submission of a scanned or “digitized” image of the executed paper real estate document, to the submission of pure data for a document that never existed in a tangible format.

A number of different laws apply to eRecording. The federal E-SIGN Act recognizes the validity of electronic signatures and notarial acts. The state Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA) likewise gives effect to electronic signatures and notarial acts. However, many states omitted real estate transactions from the scope of UETA. Consequently, the Uniform Real Property Electronic Recording Act has also been enacted by a number of states to govern electronic recording of real estate documents.
State laws often limit a recording office’s ability to refuse potentially fraudulent instruments. The role of a recording office is to make sure that the instrument meets the statutory requirements for recording. If the instrument satisfies the recording requirements, then the recording office generally must record it. The recording office does not and really cannot verify the information set forth in an instrument.

Existing legal safeguards to prevent recording fraud generally address the execution of instruments. The formalities required for signatures and notarial acts are intended to ensure that the conveyance was voluntary, knowing, and made by the person entitled to execute the instrument. The real issue is how these procedural safeguards function in an electronic recording environment.

In some respects, the electronic recording process itself offers more protection against fraud than a paper instrument. Access to electronic recording systems is generally controlled through procedural safeguards function in an electronic recording environment.
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Recording fraud only works if the perpetrator thinks he or she can get away with it. That is inherently difficult with eRecording.

The risk of fraud by a forged electronic signature and the applicable legal protections depend on the method employed for eRecording. An “electronic signature” is an electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to or logically associated with a contract or other record, and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record. That definition can include a scanned image of a paper document that the parties and notary executed with pen and ink, but is broad enough to include purely electronic or “digital” signatures.

The same statutory and procedural protections against forged signatures on a paper instrument apply equally to a scanned record submitted electronically. Forgery still requires the perpetrator to either deceive or conspire with the notary who verifies the signor’s identity. Thus, the electronic recording of a scanned instrument presents no greater risk of fraud by forgery than does paper recording.

Forgery, however, becomes more difficult with purely electronic real estate-related instruments. In that case, the parties and the notary apply digital electronic signatures. Those signatures never existed as pen and ink in tangible form.

The laws that give effect to electronic signatures do not change other legal requirements. They only make electronic records effective to satisfy the existing requirements. Thus, the same protections against forgery apply to both wet ink signatures and digital signatures.

In fact, digital electronic signatures often provide an added layer of protection. Those involved in the transaction can limit access to documents. Furthermore, access requires login credentials. The electronic document typically contains metadata that provide details about who accessed it, applied a signature, when they did it, and from where. Consequently, there is a very distinct audit trail that ties the signature to a unique individual. The last thing the perpetrator of criminal fraud wants to do is leave a clear trail for law enforcement to follow.

Finally, the signed electronic document is locked down so any attempt to tamper with the signature becomes evident. As a result, forgery of electronic signatures in the real estate recording process has been all but non-existent.

One cannot determine from any document, paper or electronic, whether a signature was made under duress or obtained by deceit. It is impossible to completely prevent this type of fraud. However, the formalities of the signature process for real estate instruments help prevent execution of the instruments under these circumstances. Prevention of fraud by duress or deceit depends on the role of the notary to observe the parties’ demeanor and circumstances.

The notary continues to play this important role in the eRecording process. The substantive notary laws generally still apply to a notarial act performed electronically. A notary public that performs his or her duties in compliance with the applicable law ensures that instruments recorded electronically are no more at risk of being executed with signatures obtained by deceit or duress than are paper instruments.
As noted earlier, the ability of a perpetrator to fraudulently record real estate instruments depends on the notary public. A perpetrator must find a notary that willingly goes along with the fraud or is less than diligent in confirming identity. Otherwise, the perpetrator must use false identification. No one can force a notary to be diligent or prevent them from conspiring with a fraudster. That applies equally to paper and electronic recording. Criminal penalties and civil liability, however, do act as a deterrent.

On the other hand, a diligent notary public can prevent fraud if they take care to verify the identity of the parties and circumstances. The notary can refuse to perform a notarial act if it appears a person is not signing of their own free will. The signor must personally appear before the notary to sign or acknowledge the signature, giving the notary an opportunity to see the demeanor of the parties. If anything is amiss, the notary may not perform the notarial act.

Another eRecording concern for county recorders and other stakeholders is the practice of “robo-signing.” The term suggests an electronic process run amok, such as with a computer churning out electronically signed documents by the thousands without human intent or oversight.

The reality is quite different. The term “robo-signing” has nothing to do with computers or even an electronically automated process. It was coined to describe the practice where a bank employee signs a high volume of foreclosure documents and court pleadings, attesting to the accuracy of the information without verifying the actual facts and circumstances. The employee engaged in this repetitious and monotonous process is thought to be performing robotically, hence the term “robo-signing.” As a result of fraudulent robo-signing practices, some borrowers have faced improper or unnecessary foreclosure proceedings.

While robo-signing can be performed electronically, it has nearly always been a pen-and-ink practice. No technology can verify that a document signor actually conducted the necessary investigation that enables the party to attest. Consequently, the risk of robo-signing is no greater with electronic signatures or eRecording than it is with the recording of paper documents.

Concerns about fraud in the eRecording process are understandable. Fortunately, all of the protections against fraudulent recording of paper records apply equally to eRecording. In fact, electronically recorded instruments are less susceptible to fraud because of the audit trail and the commercial nature of the parties involved. In the end, fraud in the recording process cannot be eliminated, but the risk is substantially lower for instruments recorded electronically.
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